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Answer an 3 (three) questions. Figures in the right margin indicate full marks of questions whereas corresponding
CO and PO are written within parentheses.
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Through what angle must the axes be rotated to remove the term contalnlng XY in
1 lx2 + 4'Ty +14y= = 5? What is the transformed equation?

Transform the equation 3.13 + 2l'v + 3y2 _ 181 – 22_y t 50 = 0 to one in which there is

no term involving x, y, and xy.

Given 2'r 3 + 7.w +3y2 + 81 + 14y + 8 = 0 , answer the following questions:

Show that the given equation represents a pair of straight lines'
Find the equations of the lines.

iii. Find the point of intersection and the angle made by the lines.

Under which condition the pair of straight lines joining the origin to the points of

i„t„,e,tions of the curve x: + T: =1 by the line /x * mY + „ = O are coincident?a

Define and discuss direction cosines and direction ratios for a line. Find conditions
for which the lines whose direction cosines are given bY the equations I + m+ n = 0

and at= + bm= + cn= = 0 are perpendicular and parallel.
If (/1 , m\,n\ ) and (/2 ,m, 9n, ) are the direction cosines of tWO mutualIY perpendicular
lines, Hnd the direction cosines of the line perpendicular to them.

A line makes angles ,7, p, 7, 8 with the four diagonals of a cube. Find the value of :

COS2 a + COS2 /3 + cos2 r + COS2 a
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